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Vision
All people deserve equal justice and a quality of life 
that includes:

	 •	Equal	access	to	opportunity

	 •	Healthy	learning	and	living	environments

	 •	A	voice	in	decisions	that	affect	their	lives
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Dear Friends,
At a certain point in the life of every organization it’s 
tempting to fall into the “complacency trap”—the 
belief that we’ve seen it all before. So, after 45 years 
of dealing with some of society’s most intractable 
social justice challenges, how does BPI remain fresh 
and creative in our approach?

The complacency trap is especially perilous to an 
organization like ours, dedicated as we are to making 
change and charged with working to improve life 
opportunities for the most disadvantaged. That’s why it’s 
so important for BPI to relentlessly search for new ways 
to solve old problems. Here are a few ways we are going 
about this:

We are making significant headway with our early 
childhood learning initiative in the Altgeld Gardens 
development and three adjacent neighborhoods—a 
geographically isolated area home to over 4,000 low-
income people, half of whom are children under 18, and 
nearly a thousand eight and under.

BPI launched this effort two years ago by forming a 
broad-based community coalition dedicated to increasing 
early learning opportunities for young kids living in the 
Altgeld-Riverdale neighborhood. Today, our coalition has 
grown to include 30 members. While our work at Altgeld 
is by no means complete, we’re making great strides—
and we’re proud of what the community and BPI are 
accomplishing together.

Perhaps our most important achievement to date is making 
free doula and home visiting services available to all 
new Altgeld-Riverdale moms 21 years and under. With 
BPI support, Catholic Charities and Ounce of Prevention 
are providing these services, which have been shown to 
build stronger bonds of attachment between mother and 
child and lead to lifelong cognitive, social-emotional, and 
physical developmental benefits for the children.

BPI has also been working to confront another of our 
region’s biggest challenges—the more than 200,000 
vacant properties that put a huge strain on local 
governments and rip communities apart. We looked 
around the country for solutions and found a good one: 
land banking.

County Board President Toni Preckwinkle and Cook 
County Commissioner Bridget Gainer supplied 
extraordinary leadership last year to create the Cook 
County Land Bank, and BPI has been working with 
them every step of the way. Today, the Land Bank is up 

and running—with a strong board of directors, a new 
executive director, and some money in the bank.

In the area of political reform it has been a time of 
more questions than answers. The Yes! for Independent 
Maps redistricting reform initiative, which BPI actively 
supported, offered a good answer to the problem of 
politically drawn districts, but failed to collect the 
necessary signatures to put the question before voters on 
the November ballot. Much was learned, and we and our 
allies haven’t closed the book on this important issue. 
Meanwhile, our lawsuit on behalf of the Cook County 
Inspector General regarding that office’s authority to root 
out corruption in the independently elected units of Cook 
County government awaits a decision from the Court. 
Whatever the outcome, we plan to continue BPI’s work to 
ensure that inspectors general have the independence and 
authority necessary to achieve more open, honest, and 
effective government in Illinois.
Finally, this year marked the midpoint of our Visiting 
Fellow in Urban Poverty program in partnership with 
Loyola’s Center on Urban Research and Learning. 
Our two-year dive into the myriad issues surrounding 
urban poverty has already led to new insights into 
BPI’s current work and sparked fresh ideas for our 
future course. You can read more about this important 
undertaking on page eight of this report.

None of this growth and progress would be possible 
without the unwavering support of our friends, community 
partners, and generous funders. We’re grateful to each of 
you for your commitment to social justice and the vital role 
you play in advancing the BPI cause.

Sincerely,



Now in its second year, BPI’s public housing and 
public education teams continue to work with the 
local community on the Far South Side in the Altgeld-
Riverdale Early Learning Initiative. This effort is led 
by a growing and diverse coalition of 30 member 
organizations, all committed to making the Altgeld-
Riverdale community one where all children have the 
tools and framework to succeed educationally by the 
time they reach third grade. Members include the local 
child care centers, elementary schools, library, park 
district, youth development organizations, faith-based 
organizations, and residents.

BPI convened the Altgeld-Riverdale Early Learning 
Coalition under the belief that any lasting change would 
have to come from the efforts of those who live and 
work in the community. This initiative has seen steady 
progress on a number of fronts.

The Coalition’s new service for community residents, 
the Altgeld-Riverdale Parenting Program, has three 
separate components: doula (birthing and coaching) 
services, home visiting services, and parent support 
groups. Among other things, doulas provide 
information on infant cognitive and social-emotional 
development, assistance navigating medical support and 
social services, and parenting support until the infant 

reaches three months. At this stage, a family support 
worker takes over providing in-person home visiting 
services, counseling on infant developmental phases, 
information on the importance of talking and reading 
to babies, screening for developmental delays, and 
registration help for pre-K programs. Home visitors also 
support parents in achieving personal education and 
employment goals.

Complementing both doula and home visiting services 
are weekly support groups for pregnant and parenting 
moms, facilitated by the family support workers and 
doulas. On a weekly basis, these groups meet to discuss 
a variety of issues, including dealing with post-partum 
depression, difficulty with fussy babies, relationship and 
family challenges, as well as problems at work or school.

As more research documents the importance of doula 
and home visiting programs to the cognitive, social-
emotional, and physical development of children and 
strengthening the bonds of attachment between parent 
and child, the Altgeld-Riverdale Parenting Program is 
fulfilling a singularly vital role in its community.

The Coalition has also dedicated itself to making sure 
the multiple organizations providing out-of-school-
time programs are working together and providing a 
diverse menu of programs for young children. Just this 

Community-Powered Early Learning Collaboration  
in the Altgeld-Riverdale Community
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year, a group of three social service providers and BPI 
successfully launched “Camp Fit Kids,” a full-day camp 
for children four to twelve. Located at a local elementary 
school, Camp Fit Kids provides a range of activities 
designed to improve children’s fitness, nutrition, and 
social-emotional and academic well-being.

Until formation of the Altgeld-Riverdale Early Learning 
Coalition, collaborations like Camp Fit Kids were rare 
but are now becoming more common. In fact, for the 
first time, local pre-K and kindergarten teachers from 
the four elementary schools and the child care centers 
are working together to make sure young children have 
a successful entry into kindergarten.

Finally, in order to improve communication and 
connections among the people and organizations of 
Altgeld-Riverdale, the Coalition, with BPI’s assistance, 
has launched its own community portal or website, 
known as The Community Beat (thecommunitybeat.
org). It has become a popular way for everyone to stay 
current on local news and events.

With much remaining to be accomplished, the Altgeld-
Riverdale Early Learning Collaboration is making 
important strides in strengthening early learning 
opportunities for the residents of this community.

I love this program. The Altgeld-Riverdale 
Parenting Program has helped me get in 
touch with my feelings about parenting. I feel 
comfortable being able to talk and share my 
parenting experiences with my peers without 
feeling judged. My social workers meet with 
me and my daughter two times a month to give 
me information and fun activities that help me 
to understand her development.” 

 — Brianna Brooks, New Parent

I am so happy and proud to know that our doula and home visiting program is up and 
running. I’m also proud of how the different Coalition agencies have worked together. 
I see the results from it every day in my community—like the safety patrol that makes 
sure our children get to and from school safely, the library and its programs for the 
schools, and the collaboration between the pre-schools and grammar schools. I have 
seen much progress in the past year.

Most of all, I am proud of all our members of the Early Learning Coalition.   
 

  —Ms. Theresa Hollins, Community Leader
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their BPI’s longstanding support of mixed-income 
redevelopment of neighborhoods once dominated by large 
public housing developments is sometimes the subject 
of debate—especially in light of Chicago’s affordable 
housing crisis. Why do we think that low-income Chicago 
children, families, and individuals are better served by 
communities that comprise a mix of incomes?

Two key factors lie at the heart of BPI’s support for 
residential developments that include housing affordable 
to people with a range of incomes:  
conviction and evidence.

First, it is our conviction that all people deserve to live in 
safe, healthy, thriving neighborhoods with good schools, 
parks, community centers, stores, and all the things that 
make a geographic space a real community. 

Second, an overwhelming body of research documents 
that living in concentrated urban poverty, often in a 
severely distressed urban neighborhood, is likely to 
have seriously harmful consequences. Hundreds of 
studies, writes famed scholar William Julius Wilson, 
demonstrate an array of damaging effects on individuals 
including lower educational achievement, joblessness, 
and exposure to crime. “Concentrated poverty,” Wilson 
concludes, “adversely affects one’s chances in life.” And 
now, new research has demonstrated that poverty—and 

the trauma that often accompanies it—affects one’s very 
life with adverse effects on brain development, health, 
and life expectancy. Two recent widely acclaimed books 
by scholars Robert Sampson and Patrick Sharkey not 
only reach the same conclusion but show that these 
effects, which diminish the life prospects of children and 
adults, can persist through generations. 

Mixed-income development is designed to confront 
the effects of concentrated poverty. It is intended to 
enable public housing families to live in well-working 
communities that have a range of household incomes as 
well as better educational and economic opportunities.

Critics of the mixed-income approach make three major 
arguments. The first is that mixed-income development 
frequently causes disruption in the lives of the families 
displaced by redevelopment as well as a reduction in 
the number of public housing units. The second is that 
studies do not show conclusively that mixed-income 
communities lead to improved outcomes—for example, 
higher incomes—for their public housing residents. 
The third criticism is that mixed-income developments 
generally do not accommodate public housing 
households with the most acute needs, such as very large 
families and those with mental or physical disabilities or 
skill deficits that make stable employment impossible.

Why Does BPI Support Mixed-Income 
Housing Development?
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BPI believes the “disruption in lives” criticism is a 
problem of implementation—not a conceptual defect. 
It is true that in the development of many mixed-
income communities, more could and should be done 
to minimize displacement and assure replacement units 
are provided in neighborhoods without concentrated 
poverty. BPI and others have worked since Chicago’s 
Plan for Transformation began in 1999 to address the 
issues of relocation and return.

The second criticism expects certain outcomes much 
too soon. Many adults who have spent the entirety of 
their lives in concentrated poverty, as have many public 
housing residents, face an array of challenges that cannot 
be quickly overcome. Improved life outcomes for these 
adults is not a short-term process. Therefore, we believe 
that important outcomes, such as children’s graduation 
rates, their college attendance, the life patterns of their 
children, are meaningful indicators of progress. For 
public housing families who have moved into mixed-
income developments, it is still too soon to have reliable 
data on these important measures. Nevertheless, 
common sense tells us that children who grow up in 
safe neighborhoods with good schools are likely to 
fare better in life than children who grow up in unsafe 
neighborhoods attending low-performing schools.

The third criticism makes the “best” the enemy of the 
“good.” Mixed-income housing cannot resolve all of the 
challenges of concentrated poverty, but it can provide 
better life circumstances and expanded opportunity for 
many thousands of families. Families with the deepest 
needs require different policies and programs, and public 
housing is often not the best solution for them. This, 
however, is not a reason to forego the important benefits 
mixed-income living does provide for those who are able 
to take advantage of this option.

The report card on the nation’s fifty-year record 
of trying to improve severely distressed urban 
neighborhoods by fixing up their infrastructures and 
service systems is extremely disappointing. BPI 
believes that mixed-income redevelopment represents 
a promising alternative—in fact, is one of society’s 
best shots at providing significantly improved life 
opportunities for thousands of families and individuals 
who live in concentrated poverty and deserve better. We 
see mixed-income development as a most promising 
way to achieve this goal for the most people. This is 
why BPI supports it. 

I’m deeply involved in my community of Oakwood Shores and have worked to 
improve the living conditions for my neighbors and me. Growing up in mixed-income 
housing, I’ve seen some of the positive and negative aspects of living here—it’s 
constantly a work in progress. Over the years, however, and with residents devoting 
their time and energy, my community has flourished and become so much more than 
just a mixed-income housing development. Even though I’m heading off to college 
next year, I’ll always be proud to call Oakwood Shores home.

 — Chance Mitchell 
  Oakwood Shores Resident and BPI Intern
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If you are a casual consumer of news about the housing 
market, you might feel a bit confused. One day’s stories 
cite a steep drop in foreclosure activity and the number 
of people at risk of losing their homes. Another day, 
you read about communities with an overwhelming 
number of vacant properties and no buyers—even at 
very low prices. Then the next day, you learn about 
neighborhoods where full-time workers with decent 
salaries can’t afford the rents.

What’s going on? The answer lies in the fact that the 
housing market is a reflection of the larger economy. 
All the trends that shape the economy also shape 
our neighborhoods, our cities, and our region. So, 
it’s true that the steady growth in the number of jobs 
means more people are able to make regular mortgage 
payments. More young families are able to buy homes. 
More recent college graduates are able to move out of 
their parents’ homes into their own apartments.

At the same time, however, there are still too few jobs. 
And many of the jobs being created pay less than the 
jobs they replaced. So even though the number of 
people at risk of foreclosure has fallen by about half in 
the last few years, it remains twice as high as normal. 
Too many people still struggle to find safe, decent 

affordable housing. Too many neighborhoods struggle 
to keep buildings safe and occupied. 

This combination—of growing stability and resurgent 
strength in some communities and dangerous instability 
and ongoing weakness in others—creates a number 
of major challenges. They help to define BPI’s recent 
affordable housing work and our focus in the years ahead. 

Here are three specific measures that we believe will 
strengthen our neighborhoods while increasing the 
availability of affordable housing throughout the region.

Seize the opportunities offered by stronger 
market neighborhoods to create affordable 
housing at no cost to taxpayers
BPI wants to ensure that, as neighborhoods strengthen 
and prosper, as many people as possible are able to 
take advantage of this opportunity. Still, many working 
families and individuals find themselves priced out of 
more and more neighborhoods. Chicago’s Affordable 
Requirements Ordinance can provide a partial solution. 
The City has agreed to review its ordinance, and this 
presents an opportunity to make important changes. In 
return for providing certain incentives to developers 
(e.g., allowing them to build a little more densely, 

A Prescription for Saving Our Neighborhoods
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especially in places close to public transportation), 
they could be asked to step up their commitment to 
produce affordable housing. Such an approach would 
cost the city nothing while stimulating development, 
strengthening neighborhoods, and providing good 
housing for working families. Other cities have 
successfully used this approach. As a member of the 
Mayor’s Affordable Housing Task Force, BPI will press 
for creative approaches to increase the availability of 
affordable housing in Chicago.

Bring Down the High Cost of Building  
and Preserving Housing
The slow but steady pace at which housing markets are 
improving in some neighborhoods is an encouraging 
sign. But many developers continue to say that Chicago 
is a less attractive place to do business than it might be. 
Building in Chicago is a very expensive proposition. 
Part of the problem lies in building code provisions that 
drive up costs without producing significant benefits. 
BPI is working with a diverse group of public and 
private interests to identify specific ways to bring down 
construction costs without sacrificing safety. Targeted 
building code reform will encourage investment in 
upgrading properties, helping to stabilize neighborhoods 
that have suffered the most in recent years.

Build the Infrastructure to Save 
Threatened Neighborhoods
In this uneven recovery, too many vacant properties 
cause harm to many communities, and the private 
market alone can’t solve the problem. BPI has been 
instrumental in helping to create the Cook County 
Land Bank Authority, a new public entity charged with 
turning troubled properties into community assets. Land 
banks can demolish buildings that can’t be saved and fix 
problems that make the properties unappealing. They can 
help preserve affordable housing by converting vacant 
buildings into affordable rental property and, in the 
process, stabilize neighborhoods. In some of the hardest 
hit communities such as Flint, Michigan, and Cleveland, 
Ohio, land banks have made a huge difference. 

The Cook County Land Bank has the potential to do 
the same; however, it doesn’t yet have the resources it 
requires to make a difference in all the communities that 
need help. If support for the Cook County Land Bank 
reaches levels achieved by land banks in other large 
metro areas, it will be able to improve thousands of 
properties across the county. BPI will continue to play 
an active role in making sure the Cook County Land 
Bank generates the resources necessary to fulfill its 
great promise.

The development of effective strategies to create and preserve affordable housing 
and to stabilize distressed neighborhoods requires an awareness of both local 
market conditions and the challenges lower-income residents face, as well as 
a deep understanding of the local, state, and national policy contexts. BPI is 
a critical resource for housing policy development in the region because they 
have invested the time to understand the issues and build the key relationships 
necessary to make an impact.

 — Geoff Smith
  Executive Director of the Institute for Housing Studies 
  at DePaul University
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After nearly 45 years of striving to advance social justice, it’s fair to say that the common overarching issue BPI 
confronts in just about all of our work is concentrated urban poverty. This is precisely why we decided to use part 
of the grant we received as a recipient of the 2012 MacArthur Award for Creative and Effective Institutions to take 
BPI on a rigorous two-year exploration of deep and persistent poverty in our country and the Chicago region—
causes, effects, and emerging solutions. To partner with us in this “intellectual refueling,” we chose the Loyola 
University Center on Urban Research and Learning (CURL) to serve as our Visiting Fellow in Urban Poverty.

This June marked the midpoint of our journey. During this time, BPI program staff and a number of our 
directors have met each month with CURL Director Dr. Philip Nyden and Associate Research Professor 
Dr. Christine George for a half-day “Knowledge Exchange,” designed to tackle a different aspect of the poverty 
challenge by digging into the latest research and leading-edge thinking. 

At each Knowledge Exchange, we invite one of the leading experts in the field to join us as we mutually 
explore the various dimensions of urban poverty always with the goal of challenging ourselves to answer 
these questions: How is this particular issue relevant to BPI? Do we have the resources and capabilities to do 
something meaningful about it?

To date, we’ve explored such issues as the dynamics of intergenerational poverty, growing suburbanization 
of poverty, latest trends in housing mobility strategies, impact of stress and trauma on children living 
in disadvantaged neighborhoods, the learning gap between poor students of color and their wealthier 
counterparts, and the critical importance of early learning and its lifelong benefits—especially for children 
growing up in poverty.

These are complex, challenging topics, and each has stimulated a provocative conversation during our half-day 
sessions. It’s too early to draw any conclusions about how specifically this will affect our program agenda and 
policy efforts down the road, but it’s fair to say that the deeper our examination takes us, the more apparent it 
becomes that addressing the impact of concentrated urban poverty through a child-focused perspective will be 
increasingly important to BPI.

Marking Year One:  
BPI’s Visiting Fellow in Urban Poverty Program
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“An important lesson to draw from the entire literature on successful early interventions is that it 
is the social skills and motivation of the child that are more easily altered—not IQ. These social 
and emotional skills affect performance in school and in the workplace. We too often have a bias 
toward believing that only cognitive skills are of fundamental importance to success in life.”

 — James J. Heckman, “Invest in the Very Young”

“Nationwide metropolitan residential racial segregation today results largely from the ongoing 
effects of racially explicit government policies, quite similar to Jim Crow in the U.S. South 
and apartheid in South Africa. These government policies, although no longer explicit, had and 
continue to have enduring effects. Policies of de jure residential segregation have been well-
documented but largely forgotten, including by many contemporary advocates of racial equality.”

 — Richard Rothstein, “Race Remains the American Dilemma”
  

One thing we do know for sure: our exploration will help keep BPI the learning, solution-seeking, creative, and 
deeply committed organization it’s always been. We are eager to begin year two of this endeavor and look forward 
to sharing with you how our discoveries will impact BPI’s priorities and program agenda in the years to come.

A child who returns home from a stimulating educational setting to a stressed 
family environment with few learning resources and parents who are worried 
about making ends meet is likely to do less well than a child who experiences 
enriching environments both in and outside the home.

Human capital two-generation approaches go about changing the child by 
fostering learning and social competence through an early education program 
and changing the child’s home environment by promoting parents’ education, 
employment and income.

 — Lindsay Chase-Lansdale and Jeanne Brooks-Gunn
  “Two-Generation Approaches in the Twenty-First Century.”
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10 Political Reform

Empowering Inspectors General 
The Illinois Constitution dealt Cook County a strange 
hand. The President of the Cook County Board is 
elected from the county at large and is designated “chief 
executive officer of the county.” Yet important county 
officials—such as the Sheriff, the County Clerk, and 
the Treasurer—are separately elected. Each of these 
elected county officials is funded with county money, 
yet what authority does the “chief executive officer” 
or the County Board, for that matter, have over these 
separately elected officials?  

Good question. Not explicitly answered by the Illinois 
Constitution. To be answered, in part, however, by a 
lawsuit in which BPI attorneys are representing the 
Independent Inspector General (IIG) of Cook County.

The Cook County IIG is charged with investigating such 
things as waste and fraud in the operation of county 
offices, including the offices of the elected officials. The 
ordinance also provides that all county officers are to 
cooperate with IIG investigations. 

Some county officials don’t like that. Though they accept 
the county’s money, they say they are responsible not to 
the county but to the people who elected them. So when 
the IIG launched an investigation of possible wrongdoing 
in the office of the separately elected Cook County 
Assessor, cooperation wasn’t forthcoming. A subpoena 
was served and ignored—and a lawsuit followed. Must 
the Assessor respond to the subpoena or not?

The case is now before a Cook County Judge but is 
likely to wind up in the Illinois Supreme Court. Stay 
tuned to learn how this hand plays out.

Reforming the Illinois Redistricting Process
It was an ambitious undertaking from the outset: Could 
Illinois establish a way of drawing legislative maps that 
took the process out of the hands of the politicians and 
put it into the hands of an independent commission? 
That was the question posed by Yes! for Independent 
Maps, an independent ballot committee actively 
supported by the entire CHANGE Illinois! coalition, 
including BPI Directors Deborah Harrington, Frank 
Beal, and Hoy McConnell.

The proposed constitutional amendment would take 
the job of drawing legislative boundaries away from 
lawmakers, whose goal is to get re-elected, and assign 
the responsibility to a panel of citizens whose goal is to 
empower voters. What would a fair map do? It would 
put elections more directly in the hands of voters, and 
election results would not be determined by partisan 
gerrymandering.

In order to put this reform initiative before Illinois voters, 
the committee needed to obtain 300,000 voter signatures. 
After a prodigious effort, Yes! for Independent Maps 
unfortunately fell short of that number.

A subsequent judicial ruling stopped further action this 
year, but left the door open to a renewal effort in the 
next election cycle.

As BPI’s Deborah Harrington stated, in her role as 
chair of the Yes! campaign, “We will put the lessons 
learned in this campaign and from the judge’s ruling 
to good use. We still have at least two more statewide 
elections—in 2016 and 2018—to bring a redistricting 
effort before voters.”

Keeping Government Accountable in Illinois
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2013 Financials*
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Individuals Fellowships Endowment
Funds
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Funds

Other

$70,000$831,000 $409,400 $224,200 $212,900 $125,000 $22,200
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Personnel Occupancy Program
Support

IT & Office
Services

Audit &
Legal

To Operating
Reserves

Communications

$51,700$1,329,900 $201,500 $122,100 $72,600 $72,200 $44,700

Sources of Funds
Total — $1,894,700

Uses of Funds
Total — $1,894,700

• Foundations and attorney’s fees contributed two-thirds of  
 BPI operating funds in 2013.

• Over three-quarters of funds were used to support BPI 
 personnel and programs.

• Operating revenue exceeded expenses, resulting in an  
 increase to operating reserves of $51,700.

      */Unaudited.
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INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

$25,000

Special gift to support the Altgeld-
Riverdale Early Learning Initiative in 
honor of Steven Kersten, BPI Board 
President 2008 - 2012:

Paul C. Gearen
Priscilla L. Kersten
Mark A. Barbato

$10,000 - $24,999

Sheldon Baskin and Judy Wise
Steven and Priscilla Kersten
Hoy and Patti McConnell

$5,000 - $9,999

Lucy and Peter Ascoli
Frank Beal and Linda Corby
King W. Harris
Susan and Richard Kiphart
Frances and Elliot Lehman
Bud Lifton and Carol Rosofsky
Esther S. Saks
Bettylu and Paul Saltzman
Robin Steans and Leonard Gail
Sarita Warshawsky

$2,500 - $4,999

Carolyn McGuire Denman
Richard H. Driehaus
Harriet Hausman
Betsy and Scott Lassar
Anton R. Valukas

$1,000 - $2,499

Warren L. Batts
Sheila and Robert Berner

David Bohan 
Glenn Brewer and 

Karen Haskins-Brewer
Nick and Katie Brunick
Dolores Connolly and Daniel Casey
Jackie and Donnie Dann
Camilla Hawk Diaz-Perez
Daisy Feidt and Berenice Tow
Robert Gallo/AARP Illinois
Bill Geller
Eric and Angela Gershenson
Richard and Mary L. Gray
Merle and Barry Gross
Julie Hamos
Toby and Jeff Herr
Peter and Jackie Holsten
Bruce and Laurie Kaden
Jonathan and Susan Kaden
Carol and Arnie Kanter
Robert Kaplan and Dara Altshuler
Harriett Levine
Josh and Ricki Lowitz
Margaret and Paul Lurie
Lester and Nancy McKeever
Zoe and Abner Mikva
J. Clifford Moos
Michael and Deborah Pagano
Margot L. Pritzker
Vicky and George Ranney
Daniel and Elizabeth Reidy
Guacolda Reyes/

The Resurrection Project
Eugene I. Ross
Lowell Sachnoff
Beth Saks and Scott Fithian
Sandra and Daniel Scheinfeld
Lynn and Max Schrayer
Ann E. Smith

Susan and Horace Smith
Rayman L. Solomon
Harrison I. Steans
Fredric and Nikki Will Stein
Donald M. and Isabel Carter Stewart
Kallolini and Sanjay Tailor
Timothy W. Wright III

$500 - $999

Libba and Curt Anderson

Anonymous

Marilyn and Charles Arbetter

Peter Bensinger

Kay Berkson and Sidney Hollander

Joan and Julian Berman

John and Vicki Bitner

Rob and Darden Carr

Robin and Dan Coffey

Anida Johnson Cohen

Jeffrey Colman and Nancy Loeb

Jeffery I. Cummings

Mr. and Mrs. William C. DeBruler

Helen Dunlap

Gary and Deborah Edidin

Gary Elden and Phyllis Mandler

Alison Faith
David N. Gottlieb and 

Gail Pinsky Gottlieb
Venu Gupta and Sendhil Revuluri
Albert C. Hanna
Paul Homer
Iris Krieg and James Hardy
Susan Larson
Howard Learner and 

Lauren Rosenthal
Paul Lehman and Ronna Stamm
Rosanna A. Márquez

2013 Contributions
January 1, 2013 — December 31, 2013
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2013 Contributions (continued)

Daniel and Iris McCaffery

Stacey and Ben Mednick
Lois Melvoin
Sheila R. Meyer
Linda and Judd Miner
Lauren Moltz and John Clement
Kate and Bill Morrison
Barbara and Alexander Polikoff
Moira and Michael Pollard
Hon. Toni Preckwinkle
Dede and Tom Reedy
Linda and Leonard Rubinowitz
David S. Ruder
Mary Stowell
Alan and Linda Swimmer

$250 - $499

Barbara Bowman
Ralph and Rona Brown
Andrea Burke
Danielle and Peter Cassel
Edward F. Dobbins
Jay Fahn
Maurice H. Fantus and 

Judith A. Aiello
Laurie and Brian Fitzpatrick
Thea Flaum and Robert A. Hill
Judy and Mickey Gaynor
Thomas H. Geoghegan
David and Dorothy Grossman
Frances and Bob Grossman
Ronald and Audrey Grzywinski
Deborah Harrington
Joyce and Richard Hirsch
Doris B. Holleb
Doris and Robert Jones
Dan and Amy Kaufman
Barbara and Dennis Kessler

Peter Landon
Kenneth and Lucy Lehman
Susan and Michael Levine
Charles A. Lewis and 

Penny Bender Sebring
Ronald and Patti Miller
Wendy and Walter Nathan
Erika Poethig and 

Raymond Sendejas
Stephen Rappin
Hipolito Roldan
Robert A. Roth
Jacques Sandberg
Nancy Segal and David Melton
Joan and Jim Shapiro
Whitman T. Soule
Dawn M. Stockmo
Susana Vasquez 
Courtney and Alex Weil
Ernest C. Wentcher (deceased)

Kristine Westerberg
Ann S. Wolff

Up to $249

Robert D. Allison
Robert Andrews
Aya Barnea and Jacob Lessem
Olga Baron
Holly Bartecki
Ron and ‘Queta Bauer
Sandra Ben-Zeev 
Robert W. Bennett
Juliet Berger-White
Rabbi Marc E. Berkson
Andrew Berman and Pamela A. Kaul
Debbie and Elliott Berman
Henry C. Binford and Janet Cyrwus
Frank and Katharine Bixby

Timuel D. Black
Karen and Steven Bloomberg
Julie Brown and Steve Schneck
Lydia A. Bueschel
Helen Carlock
Kathryn and J. S. Cole
Andrea and Michael Croydon
Hon. Barbara Flynn Currie
Laura DeMichael
Rochelle and Irving Distelheim
Ruth S. Eckhouse
Ellen P. Elias
Harriet Wilson Ellis
Jan Elson
Marjorie and Richard Ettlinger
Roberta G. and Richard Evans
Peter J. Fidler
Sarah L. Flosi
Janet and Merrill Freed
Susan and Paul Freehling
Elliot Frolichstein-Appel
Dr. Paul B. Glickman
Frances E. Goldman
Harry and Jean Gottlieb
Joan and Guy Gunzberg
Anne C. Hallett
Clare Heskett
Alan and Linda Jacobson
Allen and Susan Kravis
Katherine R. Laing
Debra and Joshua Levin
Michael and Cara Levinson
Rhita S. Lippitz
Joseph and Marcia Liss
Marcena Love
Marissa Manos
Robert Mayer and Debra Weese
Carol and Kenneth Mendelson
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Paul Metzger and Sarah Bradley
Peter T. Mich
Brian Mikes and 

Elizabeth Warren-Mikes
Thomas H. Morsch
Betty and Todd Musburger
Gilda Parrella, Ph.D.
Jonathan Perman and Melissa Hilton
Lorraine and Norman Perman
Steven Pflaum and Karen Robertson
Deborah Polikoff and Gene Faxon
Susan J. Popkin
Spencer H. Raymond
Jay Readey and Lisa McGill
Kenneth Rolling and Rochelle Davis
Lya and Louis Rosenblum
Carl A. Royal
Jeremy Russo
Louise and Charles Saltzman
Hon. Jack B. Schmetterer
Richard and Betty Seid
Debra Shore
Robbie and Karen Silverman
Adele and John Simmons
Bonita and David Turner
Kale and Helen Williams

INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTRIBUTORS

Anonymous
Applegate & Thorne-Thomsen, P.C.
Ariel Investments LLC
Bartlit Beck Herman 

Palenchar & Scott LLP
Bowman C. Lingle Trust
The Braeside Foundation
Brinshore Development LLC
Searle Funds at The Chicago

Community Trust
Crown Family Philanthropies
Dentons US LLP
Foley & Lardner LLP
Fox, Swibel, Levin & Carroll LLP
GE Foundation
Grand Victoria Foundation
The Habitat Company
Harris Family Foundation
Hughes Socol Piers Resnick & 

Dym, Ltd.
Illinois Network of Charter Schools
Jasculca Terman and Associates
Jenner & Block LLP
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation

Leo S. Guthman Fund
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
McDougal Family Foundation
Michaels Development Company
Miller Shakman & Beem LLP
Miner, Barnhill & Galland, P.C.
Northern Trust Company
Polk Bros. Foundation
The PrivateBank
Reed Smith LLP
The Richard H. Driehaus Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Foundation
Schiff Hardin LLP
Sidley Austin LLP
Spencer Foundation
The Community Builders, Inc.
Woods Fund of Chicago
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BPI has made every effort to make this list 
accurate and inclusive. If you discover an 
error or omission, we apologize and would 
appreciate your advising us so that we may 
correct our records. Thank you.
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Board of Directors

OFFICERS
Nicholas J. Brunick 
President

Lucy Ascoli
Deborah Harrington
Jonathan M. Kaden
Robert A. Kaplan 
Vice Presidents

Daisy Feidt
Secretary

Pamela Daniels-Halisi
Treasurer

E. Hoy McConnell, II
Executive Director

DIRECTORS
Sheldon L. Baskin
Frank H. Beal
Myles D. Berman
Joel Bookman
Barbara T. Bowman
Glenn Brewer
Susan M. Campbell
Robin S. Coffey
Jeffrey I. Cummings
Camilla Hawk Diaz-Perez
William Geller
Thomas Geoghegan
Frances R. Grossman
Neil Guterman
Julie Hamos
Cara A. Hendrickson
Sheila Berner Kennedy
Steven A. Kersten
Iris Krieg
Susan Larson
Betsy Lassar
Paul A. Levy
Robert B. Lifton
Josh Lowitz
Rosanna A. Márquez
Alexander Polikoff
Guacolda Reyes
Lowell Sachnoff
Bettylu K. Saltzman
Mark A. Segal
Ann E. Smith
Sanjay T. Tailor
Judy Wise
Timothy W. Wright III
Stacie Young

ADVISORY BOARD
Donald Dann
William H. Farley, Jr.
David Gottlieb
Ronald Grzywinski
Harriet Hausman
Marc Hilton
Elliot Lehman
Rayman Solomon

PAST PRESIDENTS
Gordon B. Sherman
Elliot Lehman
Robert B. Lifton
James Ashley
Alan Saks
E. Hoy McConnell, II
Bettylu K. Saltzman
William H. Farley, Jr.
Iris Krieg
Steven A. Kersten

FOUNDER
Gordon B. Sherman (1927–1987)

FOUNDING DIRECTOR
Alan Saks (1927–2005)  

Board of Directors as of July 2014



The Altgeld-Riverdale Early Learning Coalition has taken on the challenges of 
children’s	welfare.	The	Coalition	has	addressed	health,	education,	and	safety	in	
order	to	enrich	not	just	our	children,	but	the	family	as	a	whole.	The	Coalition	
has	called	upon	community	organizations	to	gather	in	a	collaborative	effort	to	
maximize	resources	and	to	let	residents	know	that	they	are	not	alone.

Personally,	I	am	encouraged	by	the	results	and	outcomes	thus	far	and	am	looking	
forward to seeing what the future has to offer.

And	last	but	not	least,	I	am	proud	to	be	part	of	a	solution.	

 — Nick Saunders, Branch Manager
  Chicago	Public	Library/Altgeld	Gardens



BPI is a public interest law and policy 
center that for 45 years has worked to 
create a more just society. BPI strives to 
resolve compelling issues of social justice 
and quality of life in the Chicago region by 
addressing the challenges of urban poverty, 
increasing housing opportunity, building 
vital communities, improving Chicago’s 
public schools, and promoting open and 
honest government in Illinois.

Considered one of Chicago’s most tenacious 
and versatile advocates for the public 
interest, BPI lawyers and policy experts 
engage in legal and policy research, 
advocacy, litigation, organizing, and 
collaboration with nonprofit, business, 
community, governmental, and academic 
organizations to accomplish our mission.

Business and Professional  
People for the Public Interest

25 East Washington Street, Suite 1515
Chicago, IL 60602

312-641-5570 |  www.bpichicago.org

Recipient of the MacArthur Award for 
Creative and Effective Institutions

E. Hoy McConnell, II
Executive Director




